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Abstract
Opportunistic routing (OR) protocols for ad hoc networks basically consist of selecting a few forwarders between the
source and destination and prioritizing their transmission. The performance of OR protocols depends on how these
two steps are performed. The aim was to reduce the number of transmissions to deliver packets to the destination. In
this paper, we first present a mathematical model to compute the total number of packets including duplicate
packets generated by OR protocols. We use the model to analyse well-known OR protocols and understand the
reason behind their increase in number of transmissions. Next, we propose an OR scheme transmission-aware
opportunistic ad hoc routing (TOAR) protocol, which attempts to minimize retransmissions. Our proposed OR protocol
uses tree structures to select forwarders and prioritize them. The use of tree structures helps in identifying primary
forwarders which carry packets farthest to the destination during each transmission round. TOAR also helps in
choosing secondary forwarders which will transmit packets missed out by the forwarder. The optimized selection of
forwarders results in significant reduction in retransmissions, a smaller forwarder list set, and improvement in goodput.
1 Introduction
Ad hoc wireless networks are important communica-
tion techniques where wireless infrastructures cannot be
deployed. This class of wireless network does not have
any centralized control or fixed infrastructure, instead
the nodes interconnect with each other through multi-
hop routing paths. All the nodes have similar privileges,
and they collectively participate in the routing proce-
dures. A great number of wireless routing protocols based
on traditional routing techniques [1-4] are proposed in
the literature. Although these protocols attempt to opti-
mize different metrics, in general, they select a path from
source to destination prior to injecting packets to the net-
work and then forward data through that predetermined
route. The main characteristic of the wireless network is
that it is broadcast in nature, i.e., all the nodes in the range
of the transmitting node are able to listen to the packet
even if the packet is not meant for them. OR protocols
are designed to exploit this broadcast nature of wire-
less networks. In OR protocols, the source node rather
than choosing a single path to the destination selects
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a number of potential forwarders between the source-
destination pair and broadcasts the packet. Among the
selected forwarders that received the packet successfully,
the node closest to the destination is given the first
chance to forward the packet. This procedure continues
until the packet reaches the destination. It has already
been demonstrated in literature that OR protocols pro-
duce significantly better results than traditional wireless
protocols [5].
1.1 Problem outline andmotivation
The two main steps in an OR protocol are (1) selection of
the forwarder list and (2) prioritization among these for-
warders. The efficiency of an OR protocol mainly depends
upon these two steps. There may be numerous nodes
available between the source and the destination. The job
of the selection procedure is to decide which subset of the
nodes will participate in the routing process that will lead
to optimal result. One major issue with the selection pro-
cess is the generation of duplicate packets due to improper
selection strategy. The main goal of this paper was to
understand the cause of duplicate transmissions and then
propose a forwarder selection strategy that addresses the
problem.
© 2013 Mazumdar and Sairam; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
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The motivation behind studying duplicate transmis-
sions in ad hoc OR protocols can be justified as follows.
Most of the OR protocols available in literature use dif-
ferent forwarder selection criteria in an attempt to reduce
retransmissions. Classical OR protocols such as ExOR [6]
run a simulation and select those nodes as forwarders
that can forward a certain percentage of packets. The
more recent protocols select subsets of relays, compute
the expected number of retransmissions for each subset,
and choose the one that minimizes transmissions. How-
ever, none of these works did an in-depth study to find the
cause of retransmissions. These protocols primarily con-
centrate on the global goal of reducing transmissions but
do not attempt to understand the dynamics between the
relays within a subset.
1.2 Contribution
In this paper, we systematically analyse the number of
retransmissions that occur in OR protocols. This paper
makes the following contributions. We first propose a
mathematical model to analyse OR protocols in terms of
the number of transmissions. The model considers the
probability of duplicate packet generations. Using this
model, we then analyse well-known OR protocols and
try to understand the reason behind the generation of
duplicate packets. Through quantitative analysis, we show
that the main reason behind retransmissions is because
adjacent forwarders are not in the range of one another.
Finally, using this knowledge, we try to select forwarders
from each hop distance to the destination, such that the
communication between forwarders are more reliable as
well as the set of forwarders reduce the overall number of
transmissions. In particular, we show that there is at least
20% decrease in the number of retransmissions which
subsequently results in improvement of goodput.
1.3 Paper outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a survey of related work. In Section 3, we discuss
how duplicate packets can occur due to improper selec-
tion of forwarders. A mathematical model to compute
transmissions in OR protocols is given in Section 4. Prob-
lem statement and our proposed OR protocol TOAR are
given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. In Section 7, the
simulation results are presented. Finally, the concluding
remarks are given in Section 8.
2 Related works
The first OR protocol was proposed by Biswas andMorris
[6]. The protocol, named Extreme Opportunistic Routing
(ExOR) protocol, was proposed for wireless mesh net-
works. ExOR selects the forwarders based on simulation
with available nodes prioritized using a metric expected
transmission cost (ETX) [7]. This metric computes the
average number of retransmissions needed to forward a
packet over a link using the packet delivery ratio of the
link. ETX of a node in ExOR can be considered as the
logical distance of the node from destination that is used
to prioritize the nodes according to their positions. ExOR
does not consider the link quality between adjacent for-
warders which may result in these forwarders appearing
on disjoint paths to the destination.
Another protocol MORE [8], which was designed as an
improvement over ExOR, uses linear network coding for
spatial reuse. This protocol, as it uses linear network cod-
ing technique, does not require strict coordination among
the forwarders. However, the destination requires infor-
mation regarding the number of packets encoded by the
sender for successful decoding. This protocol also inherits
the problems of ExOR.
Other OR protocols like EEOR [9] and OPRENU [10]
use OR structures similar to ExOR but different routing
metrics. GeRaF [11] is a location-based protocol where
the source node uses the destination geographical location
information to forward packets. It does not determinis-
tically assign priorities to the forwarders, but at the time
of transmission, the next higher priority node is cho-
sen according to their location information. The problem
with this approach is the protocol needs extra hardware
and service supports to get the location information for
routing.
Mao et al. proposed a global approach in their routing
protocol EEOR [9], which selects route that is expected
to use lowest energy among all the routes between source
and destination to deliver packets. Kim et al. proposed a
local approach in ORTR [12] for wireless sensor networks
to deliver data under time constraints and efficient power
consumption.
Zhong et al. proposed another metric, expected any-
path transmission (EAX), that computes the expected
number of transmissions to reach the destination given
a certain ordered set of forwarders. This metric requires
packet delivery ratios (PDR) between all pair of nodes,
where these PDRs are assumed to be mutually indepen-
dent. However, as the metric computes ETX for all possi-
ble candidate sets, the cost is high. Choice of the metric,
being an important issue to select the forwarders, there is
a challenge to find a metric or a set of metrics for the pur-
pose for a given network. Some other metrics proposed
for OR protocols are geographical location [11], remaining
power level (RPL) [12], etc.
Resilient opportunistic routing protocol [13], proposed
by Yuan et al., is a credit-based OR protocol for wire-
less mesh networks. There approach builds a forwarding
mesh on the fly around the minimum cost path. Each
data packet carries some extra credit, over the minimum
cost from source to destination, so that the packet can
afford to travel more paths. Upon receiving a packet,
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each candidate node forwards the packet, only if the node
satisfies a threshold credit/cost ratio. The mesh of can-
didates from source to the destination is controlled by
adjusting the extra credit assigned per packet. Forward-
ing the packets independently and building a forwarder
set for each packet will incur high overheads [1]. The sec-
ond issue with this approach is that the authors have not
clearly mentioned how to assign credits to the packets,
which is clearly a non-trivial issue as effective candidate
set selection depends upon it. It is also not clear how the
forwarding nodes coordinate among themselves or how
the ACKs are propagated among the forwarders.
In 2009, Rozner et al. proposed another OR protocol
SOAR [14] that tries to avoid duplicate transmissions. In
this protocol, an intermediate node selects its next hop
forwarders such that the cost from each of the nodes in
this set to the destination is lower than that of the selec-
tor’s. Moreover, the protocol ensures that each node is in
the range of at least one node in the default (shortest) path.
The protocol also bounds the number of forwarders to
be selected. The protocol has some serious flaws. As the
protocol follows the shortest path while building the can-
didate list, it might fail in scenarios where node availability
around the shortest path is scarce. Another problem with
the approach is it uses simple ETX as the metric to
select the forwarders list. While ETX is a single-path met-
ric, using this directly to find weights of the nodes will
not reflect the improvements due to multiple next hop
forwarders.
The work which is most related to ours is the Least-Cost
Anypath Routing (LCAR) proposed by Dubois-Ferrire
et al. [15]. This protocol chooses anypath and not the
shortest path, in order to reduce retransmissions. A node
selects its forwarder list (selector node) by considering
all possible subsets of its neighbor set and then compute
the relay cost from each of the subset to the destination.
The total cost, from the selector node to the destination
through a subset, is the sum of the relay set cost and the
cost to the set from the selector. The subset which results
in the minimum total cost of the selector is selected as its
relay set. As for each selection, nodes in the relay set will
have lower weights to the destination than the intermedi-
ate node; the method assures that there are no cycles. The
main issue with this approach is that while selecting the
relay set, it does not consider the connectivity between the
member nodes of the set. They assume that the nodes in
the neighbor set are in the range of one another whichmay
not be always true. In such a case, it will result in divergent
path which will defeat the basic aim. The second drawback
of this approach is that while selecting the relay set, LCAR
considers all possible combinations of the neighbour set.
For n neighbors, the complexity of their approach will be
O(2n) [16], whereas our approach has quadratic complex-
ity. Finally as LCAR does not put a limit on the maximum
number of nodes in the relay set, it may end up in selecting
unnecessary large sets.
In terms of modeling OR protocols, very few work
are present in literature. The authors in [17] proposed
a model for OR protocols to compare them in terms of
the number of retransmissions. Their model is based on
discrete-timeMarkov chain (DTMC). Themodel assumes
that acknowledgments for successful packet receptions
are propagated to lower priority forwarders without any
failure. As a consequence, their model omits duplicate
packets generated during transmission. However, such an
assumption is impractical, as the main problem with most
OR protocols is duplicate transmissions due to failure in
acknowledgment propagation.
3 Retransmissions in OR
The main goal of OR protocols is to decrease the number
of transmissions needed to deliver packets to the des-
tination. The imminent approach taken by OR for this
motivation is to advance packets as close to the destina-
tion as possible in each retransmission, by exploiting all
possible paths through the selected forwarders. In OR,
packets are transmitted in batches. OR uses source routing
to deliver packets to the destination. The source includes
the list of forwarders ordered by their distance to the des-
tination. The OR packet header format [18,19]) is shown
in Figure 1. Forwarding Set is the list of forwarders. These
forwarders buffer received packets.
At the end of the batch transmission, the highest priority
forwarder broadcasts the buffered packets. OR protocols
use a mechanism similar to passive acknowledgments to
avoid individual acknowledgments and suppress duplicate
retransmissions.
Figure 1 OR packet header format. The figure shows the various
field of an OR packet.
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3.1 Batch map
As can be seen in Figure 1, each OR packet contain in
its header, acknowledgments called batch map [18] for
all packets in the batch. The aim of the batch map is to
avoid sending individual acknowledgment per packet. The
batch map entries indicate, for each individual packet,
the last known highest priority forwarder(as visualized
by the sender) that has buffered the packet successfully.
The number of entries in the batch map, therefore, is
equal to the batch size. Note that each entry in the batch
map, the forwarder is encoded with its id, the position
of the node in the Forwarding Set (refer to Figure 1).
This optimization makes it feasible to embed a complete
batch map in every OR packet. The space required for a
100-packet batch with 16 forwarders is log2(16) ∗ 100 or
50 bytes.
To keep track of packets, each forwarder keeps a copy
of the batch map in its local memory. Whenever a for-
warder receives OR packets, the batch map is updated.
The batch map retrieved from the received OR packet’s
header is compared with the node’s local batch map. If an
entry in the local batch map shows a lower value, the value
is updated with the one suggested by the received packet’s
batch map. This way, the local batch map indicates the
highest known forwarders for each packet.
While forwarding packets, the node only forwards those
buffered packets which were not acknowledged by higher
priority forwarders. The local batch map of the node is
inserted in the transmitted packets. Thus, a single trans-
mitted packet from a forwarder carries entire information
about packet positions gathered by that node.
Figure 2 shows an example of updating batch map for
a batch size of 18 packets. The node receives a packet
from the third forwarder. In this example, the value of the
first entry in the local batch map is 0, whereas it is 3 in
the received batch map. Therefore, the local batch map is
updated with the value 3. There are a total of nine entries
where the received batch map differs from the local one.
However, for the 2nd and 18th entries, the value in the
received batch map is smaller than the local one. This
means that forwarder 3 has older information regarding
those two packets, so the batch map is not updated for
these two entries. All the other seven entries are updated
in the local batch map, and they are shown in gray in
the figure. It may be noted that, though the batch map
came from forwarder 3, some updates show the pack-
ets buffered by forwarder 4. These updates are passively
received from node 4 via node 3, as node 3 integrates the
updates received from node 4 upon receiving a batch map
from the node.
3.2 OR transmissions
The packet transmission process in OR is shown in
Figure 3. The figure shows a forwarder list with linearly
positioned forwarders v0 to vn prioritized according to
their positions with vn, the destination node, being the
highest priority node. In OR, a forwarder will ideally
transmit before any of the lower priority forwarders. Since
each packet contains a batch map, this means that a node
will come to know of the packets that have been buffered
by nodes with higher priority. In our example when node
v0 transmits, v3 will be the highest priority node able to
receive those packets. After v0 completes, v3 will start
retransmitting while other lower priority nodes, like v2
and v1, will try to listen to these transmissions to get the
current packet positions. When node v2’s turn comes, it
will not retransmit the packets already buffered by v3, as
it gathers the information about node v3 by listening to its
transmissions. In v1’s turn, it will not transmit the pack-
ets buffered by v2 or v3, even if it does not receive any
packet from v3 as node v2’s packets already include the
information of node v3.
Figure 2 Example of a batch map update for a batch size of 18 packets for a forwarder. The figure depicts an example of a batch map
updating procedure to demonstrate how it works.
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Figure 3 Ideal forwarder positions from node v0 to vn. The figure shows nodes v0 to vn linearly positioned according to their priorities, where
nodes v0 and vn have the lowest and the highest priorities, respectively. The dotted arcs show the range of a certain node, for example, dotted arc
labeled v0 denotes the transmission range of node v0.
This example show an ideal scenario, where all for-
warders with successive priority are in the range of one
another, i.e., they can listen to some or all the packets
transmitted by next higher and lower priority forwarder
nodes. But this may not be true, for real network scenar-
ios where successive forwarders may fall in divergent path.
For example in Figure 4, we assume a scenario where v0
is the source and v7 is the destination node. The figure
also shows all the possible paths to the destination v7.
Let us assume an OR protocol similar to ExOR [6,18,20]
that consider hop count and packet delivery probability
together to select and prioritize the forwarders. In the sce-
nario, there are two shortest paths, they are {v0, v3, v6, v7}
and {v0, v2, v5, v7}. The protocol, using the above selec-
tion criteria, will select both the paths and prepare a
forwarders list {v0, v2, v3, v5, v6, v7}, where the nodes are
prioritized by logical distances to the destination using
PDRs. Here, the node pairs {v2, v3}, {v3, v5}, and {v5, v6} in
spite of being adjacent priority nodes, they are not in range
of each other. The direct effect of this situation is that for
each pair of nodes, the lower priority node may transmit
packets just transmitted by the higher priority node, as the
lower priority forwarder is not able to get updated batch
map from the adjacent higher priority nodes.
4 Modeling retransmissions in OR
In this section, we present an analytical model to compute
expected number of retransmissions for a given source
destination pair. Such a model will allow comparison of
OR protocols. In the recent past, there have been some
attempts to model the OR paradigm and compute the
expected number of transmissions.
In [17], the authors present a discrete-timeMarkov chain
(DTMC) model that represents a discrete phase-type dis-
tribution in which the last state is strictly an absorbing
state. In the proposed Markov model, each state rep-
resents a forwarder node. The states are sequenced as
the positions of the forwarders in the ordered list, with
destination being the absorbing state. The model, given
the strict forwarder priorities and the packet delivery
Figure 4 Simple network with all possible paths from node v0 to v7. The figure displays all possible paths from source node v0 to destination
node v7. The dashed lines denote the existing links among the nodes that construct various paths to the destination.
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probabilities, can compute retransmissions for a certain
forwarders list using the following recursive equation:
E[Xi]=
1 +∑nil=1 pilE[Xl]
1 − pii , i = d. (1)
Here, Xi is a random variable that represent the num-
ber of transitions from state i till total absorption occurs.
The variable pil denotes the probability of transition from
state i to state l, with pii being the probability of remain-
ing in the same state i. The above equation is applicable to
all the states except the absorbing state (destination node).
As the destination node does not transmit any data packet,
the absorbing state holds the equation E[Xd] = 0. The
main problem with this model is that, it assumes that all
the nodes have knowledge of the packets received by the
higher priority nodes, i.e., it does not consider duplicate
retransmissions. Duplicate retransmissions occur in OR
due to the failure in receiving updated acknowledgments
by the lower priority forwarders. This mainly happens
when the forwarder set is not strategically chosen. A lower
priority node does not overhear transmission from the
next higher priority forwarder.
In this section, we formulate an analytical framework
for comparing OR protocols. In the remaining part of
the paper, we call our model the binomial model, since
it is mainly based on binomial distribution. The frame-
work computes the expected number of retransmissions,
including number of duplicate packets, given the priori-
tized forwarders list and the packet delivery probabilities
between the forwarders.
4.1 The binomial model
Let −→V = {v0, v1, v2, . . . , vi, . . . , vm} be a ordered set of
forwarder list with v0, the source node and vm, the des-
tination node, being the lowest and the highest priority
forwarders, respectively. Let aji denote the PDR between
two nodes vi and vj. To make the mathematical model
simple, we assume that all the links are symmetrical that
means aji = aij . Moreover, we assume that the PDRs of
the links are constant during the period of delivering the
whole batch of packets. It is worth mentioning that the
end result of using different path loss or shadowing mod-
els to represent a channel is difference in packet losses.
The ratio of received and dropped packets reflects the
effects of channel properties of the underlying channel. In
this work, rather than modeling the channel directly, we
use PDRs to estimate the channel qualities. Since PDRs
can be easily measured, results of the mathematical mod-
els can be validated in a realistic as well as simulated
environment.
Suppose n(vi) denote the number of packets received
and δ(vi) is the number of packets to be transmitted by
node vi. The number of packets to be transmitted by a
node is the difference between the number of packets it
received from lower priority nodes and the number of
packets for which acknowledgments are received from
the higher priority nodes. Let ack(vi) denote the number
of acknowledgments received by node vi. We can define
δ(vi) as
δ(vi) = n(vi) − ack(vi). (2)
In opportunistic routing, first turn to retransmit is given
to the highest priority node. After this node finishes its
transmission, the lower priority nodes are given chance
one after another, on the basis of their priority with the
source node being the last node to retransmit. This pro-
cess is repeated till all packets are delivered to the destina-
tion node. We define round as the retransmission period
starting from the highest priority forwarder to the end
of transmission of the source node. To send a batch of
packets, one ormore number of rounds of retransmissions
may be needed.
Let Xij be a random variable, to denote the expected
number of packets received by node vj from the lower
priority node vi with PDR aji. The number packets success-
fully received (Xij) may be anything from 0 to δ(vi). We use
binomial distribution [21] to derive the expected number
of packets received by node vj from node vi. The bino-
mial distribution is the discrete probability distribution
of the number of successes in a sequence of n indepen-
dent yes/no experiments, each of which yields success
with probability a. In our case, each packet transmitted by
vi is an experiment. It is a success with a probability aji,
if vj receives a packet successfully. Thus, the expected





k.b(k; δ(vi), aji), (3)
where b(k; δ(vi), aji) is the binomial distribution that gives
the probability of receiving exactly k packets out of δ(vi)
transmitted. The total number of packets received by vj
from all the lower priority nodes can be computed as




The first term in Equation 4 denotes the total number
of packets received till the last round. The second term
denotes the number of packets received in the current
round t.
In OR, receiving only one packet from a forwarder is
enough to receive all the acknowledgments from that
node. The probability of receiving at least one packet by
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vj, out of δt(vj+1) packets transmitted by vj+1, can be com-
puted as
{
1 − (1 − aj+1j )δt(vj+1)
}
. Using this expression,





1 − (1 − alj)δt(vl)
}
nt(vl), (5)
where nt(vl) is the number of packets received by vl in tth
round.
As failures are independent in wireless channel, the set
of packets held by a higher priority nodemay not be a sub-
set of the set of packets held by lower priority nodes. In
other words, it means out of the total number of acknowl-
edgments received by a node vj (as shown in Equation 5)
from its higher priority forwarders, some of the corre-
sponding packets may not be in the buffer of vj. Thus,
to compute the number of packets to be transmitted by
a forwarder, we need to compute the set difference of
the total number of packets received and total number of
acknowledgments received. Let us define for a node vj,
the set of acknowledgments corresponding to ackt(vj), as
At(vj). Similarly, let the setNt(vj) denote the set of packets
received corresponding to nt(vj).
For all the nodes in the forwarder list, we can define the




|Nt(vi) − At(vi)|. (6)
The above equation shows the sum of the transmissions
performed by all the participating nodes in a certain
round. Equation 6 can be extended to calculate total num-






Equation 7 can be used to compute the number of retrans-
missions for anyOR protocol. The value for t is taken from
1 to ∞, as the number of rounds to be taken to deliver
the packets is not known in prior. This will not affect the
model by getting into an infinite loop as the simulation
will stop, when after some rounds, the number of packets
transmitted becomes zero and the value of Rtotal becomes
constant. The values of the variables used in the equation
can be computed using the Equations 4 and 5.
4.2 Validation of mathematical model
In order to test the accuracy of our mathematical model,
we first implemented an OR protocol ExOR [6,18,20] in
simulation framework and recorded the total number of
transmissions for a particular network scenario.
4.2.1 Networkmodel
We implement ExOR in the discrete event driven sim-
ulator EXata Cyber [22] and measure the results. The
simulations are run with 100 nodes, randomly spread over
an open area of 1,500 × 1,500 m2. The path loss model
used is log-normal shadowingmodel [23]. This shadowing
model includes the path loss and the random shadowing
effects of an wireless channel that may occur over a large
number of measurement locations. The nodes are config-
ured to use the 802.11b specification in broadcast mode.
This mode does not use the RTS/CTS mechanism. The
data rate is fixed to 4Mbps, as bit rate selection algorithms
are not compatible with any broadcast-based routing pro-
tocol. We take the batch size to be of 100 packets, where
each of the packets contain 1 kbyte of data.We assume the
nodes to be static and no background traffic.
Experiments were performed for different network sce-
narios, with nodes being deployed randomly. The source
and destination pair were chosen randomly with different
shortest path distance. In the experiments, the hop counts
considered varied from 1 through 14. The outcomes from
same shortest path distances are then averaged to obtain
the results. During the experiment, we recorded the for-
warder lists and the PDRs between each pair of nodes
which are required as inputs to the mathematical models.
These values are then fed into the mathematical models,
discrete-time Markov chain model [17] and our proposed
binomial model. The expected number of transmissions
for both the models were computed.
4.2.2 PDRmeasurements
To measure packet delivery ratio, each node broad-
cast measurement packets at regular intervals, which are
received by all nodes in its range. We use broadcast, as
unicast packets have MAC layer retransmissions, which
will falsely portray the link qualities to be better. Each of
these packets contain a packet number such that receiving
nodes can recognize the packets they missed out. Tomake
the PDRmeasurement more accurate, the size of the mea-
surement packets is same as that of data packets, which
is 1 kbyte in our case. Another important part is bit rate.
As the packet error rate depends upon the bit rate used,
the bit rate is kept constant (at 4 Mbps) during both PDR
measurement as well as data packet transmission. The
PDRs are computed using 500 measurement packets. In
general, the overhead of PDR measurements in OR proto-
cols is comparable to link state updates used in traditional
proactive protocols [24].
4.2.3 Results
In this work, we implemented ExOR, but using any other
OR protocol would make no difference on the result,
since we use the same PDRs and forwarder list used by
the OR protocol in the mathematical models. Figure 5
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Figure 5 Expected number of transmissions for different shortest path distances. The figure represents the comparison results of ExOR
protocol using simulation, binomial model, and the DTMC model for the comparison metric expected number of transmissions.
compares the three results obtained from simulation, the
DTMC model, and binomial model. We can see from
the figure that in general as the distance between source
and destination increase, the number of transmissions
also increase for all the three cases. From the figure,
we can see that the binomial model gives more precise
results over the DTMC model. The number of transmis-
sions for the DTMC model is less than the simulation
results. However, we also find scenarios where all the three
results are similar, as in scenarios 1, 4, and 10. These are
the cases that show scenarios where all the forwarders
lie in a single path, and the inter-node communications
(PDRs) are good. The explanation for these results is that
the PDRs between adjacent forwarders are high, assuring
the propagation of the acknowledgments to lower prior-
ity forwarders from higher priority forwarders. For this
reason, as the knowledge of packet reception converges
through all the forwarders, the chance of duplicate packet
transmissions is very nominal.
The scenes where the nodes are not close to each other,
that is, the PDRs between the nodes are not high (such as
scenes 3, 7, 9, 14, etc. of Figure 5), we can see that the num-
ber of transmissions are significantly less in the case of the
DTMC model. In this case, as the PDRs are less between
the forwarders, acknowledgments may be lost. So, dur-
ing instances where the acknowledgments do not reach
the lower priority forwarders, duplicate retransmissions
will occur. The DTMC model assumes that the acknowl-
edgments are always propagated with a probability of 1;
hence, it is unable to capture such duplicate transmissions.
Therefore, for such cases, the number of transmissions
predicted by the DTMCmodel is always less than the sim-
ulation results. On the other hand, the proposed binomial
model considers the propagation of the acknowledgments
through the forwarders, hence computation of the trans-
missions is more realistic.
Scenes 2, 6, 12, and 13 of Figure 5 depict those scenar-
ios where the forwarder selection procedure selects nodes
from divergent paths. In such scenarios, since two adja-
cent priority forwarders do not belong to a single path,
the nodes are not in each others transmission range. This
infers that information from the higher priority forwarder
in one path is unlikely to propagate to the lower priority
forwarders belonging to the other path. As a consequence,
the lower priority nodes on the second path retransmit
packets already transmitted by the other nodes in the first
path, causing significant increase in the number of trans-
missions. The DTMC model do not consider such cases;
hence, the number of transmission predicted by it is sig-
nificantly less. We will look into more such scenarios in
the following section. We find that our proposed binomial
model closely follows the simulation results.
4.2.4 Duplicate packets
In Section 3, we explained how retransmissions can hap-
pen in opportunistic routing protocols. In this section, we
provide experimental results to prove our claim. From the
experiments conducted, we consider a scenario where the
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source (node 55) and destination (node 51) are two hops
away, as shown in Figure 6. The paths to the destination
formed by the selected forwarder set {55, 57, 12, 5, 15, 51}
are shown with solid arrows. We can see that the pairs of
adjacent priority forwarders {57, 12} and {5,15} are not in
the communication range of one another. Initially, source
node 55 forwards a batch of 100 packets which is received
by both nodes 12 and 57. The forwarder nodes 12 and
57 receive 100 and 90 packets, respectively, and buffer
them. Among the two, node 12 being the higher priority
forwarder, it further forwards the packets but this trans-
mission does not reach the lower priority node 57. Hence,
node 57 again transmits the 90 packets in its buffer, result-
ing in 90 duplicate packets. Similarly, duplicate packets
will again be generated for nodes 5 and 15, too.
The number of packets forwarded by each forwarder is
shown in Figure 7. We can see that the number of packets
transmitted by nodes 57 and 12 are more than the batch
size. From Figure 6, we can see that there are two paral-
lel paths to the destination: 55 → 12 → 5 → 51 and
55 → 57 → 15 → 51. The PDR of the links {12, 5} and
{57, 15} is low. As a result, packet loss on these links is
high, and so, nodes 12 and 57 have to (re)transmit more
number of packets. In Figure 7, we see that nodes 5 and
15 transmit almost equal number of packets. Node 15,
being the higher priority node, starts transmitting first.
However, since node 5 is not in the transmission range of
node 15, it is unable to get the acknowledgments. Node 5,
therefore, waits for five packet durations and starts trans-
mitting, before node 15 finishes its turn. So, the packets
transmitted by node 5 are due to the non-existent link
between the two nodes and are purely duplicates.
The total number of transmissions for the above sce-
nario, as obtained from simulation and as predicted by
Figure 6 Scenario depicting duplicate transmissions. Depicts an
example scenario to show how duplicate packets can be generated if
the forwarders are selected from divergent paths. Here, the paths
through the node sets {12, 5} and {57, 15} are mutually disjoint.
Figure 7 Number of transmissions per forwarder for ExOR.
Shows the number of packets forwarded per forwarder obtained
through simulation for the scenario shown in Figure 6.
the binomial and DTMC model, is shown as scenario 2 in
Figure 5. As explained earlier, the DTMC model does not
consider the divergent paths into consideration; hence, it
is not able to capture the retransmissions. Thus, the num-
ber of transmissions predicted by the DTMC model is
significantly less than the simulation results. The binomial
model considers the probability of receiving an acknowl-
edgment as can be seen in Equation 5. Therefore, the
number of transmissions predicted by the binomial model
is very close to the simulation result. Such duplicate
transmissions can be avoided if we ensure that adja-
cent forwarders are in the transmission range of one
another.
5 Problem formulation and objectives
Let (V ,) be a totally ordered set where the set V =
{v0, v1, . . . , vm} is the set of forwarders. The set −→V is
a totally ordered set, sorted according to the increasing
orders of node priority with source node v0 having the
least priority and destination vm having the highest pri-
ority. With a view to order the nodes, we define  as a
function that assigns weights to nodes and links, where
[v] means the weight of node v and (u, v) means the
weight of the link (u, v). The weight metric can be logical
distances between nodes, hop counts to the destination,
etc. The operator  is used to compare the priorities
among two nodes in terms of their weights given by the
weight function. A node u is said to be preferred over v
if [u] [v]. We also define N(vi) as the set of higher
priority nodes which are in the transmission range of vi.
In this work, our aim is to compute the set −→V such that
the number of retransmission is reduced. In Section 3,
we have already shown that if the forwarders selected lie
in divergent paths, then the number of retransmissions is
increased due to duplicate retransmissions. If we ensure
that all the adjacent forwarders are in the range of each
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other, then retransmissions will reduce. Mathematically
this can be stated as,




]   [vj
]   [vi
]
then: −−−→{vj, vk}  −→V
if: vk /∈ N(vj).
This means if we have a node vi and two other nodes
vj and vk in the transmission range of vi, then both can
appear as the forwarders of vi, iff they are also in the trans-
mission range of one another. Else, only one of them may
appear as a forwarder.
6 Transmission-aware OR
In OR, there are three basic steps involved to select and
prioritize the forwarders list.
1. Candidate list selection: From the set of nodes
between source-destination pair, potential nodes,
that is, nodes that can actually improve the
performance of routing, are to be selected.
2. Forwarder set selection: From the set of candidate
nodes, those nodes that will maximize the network
objective are to be selected. At the end of this step,
forwarders will be obtained.
3. Prioritization of the forwarders: The selected
forwarders need to be prioritized which will decide
their order of transmissions.
We encounter each step stated above and describe them
individually. The main highlight of our proposed OR pro-
tocol is that, while selecting the forwarder list, we ensure
that adjacent forwarders are in each others transmission
range. Thus, we call our proposed approach transmission-
aware OR ad hoc routing protocol (TOAR).
6.1 Candidate list selection
OR is basically a source-based routing protocol. The
nodes periodically flood the link state of their neighbors
using link state advertisement (LSA) packets. After the
LSAs have been flooded, a source node will have map of
the entire network. In order to route packet to a desti-
nation, the source node needs to find those intermediate
routers which can forward packets toward the destination.
These routers are then encoded in the packet headers as
a forwarder list, and the packets are dispatched. The net-
work map at the source node will have all possible paths to
a destination. This is comparable to the topology table of
EIGRP [25] which contain all routes to a destination. We
view the entire set of paths from a source to destination as
a tree rooted at the source and leave nodes as destination.
We call such a tree as a full path tree.
Definition 1 (Full path tree). A full path tree, for a given
source destination node pair, is a tree consisting of all
possible paths from source to the destination node. Source
node is considered as the root, and all leaf nodes are the
destination node.
The full path tree can be trivially built by starting with
the source node (vs) as root. Nodes in the set of neigh-
boring nodes of (vs) are selected as child. The process is
repeated recursively for each child node until the desti-
nation node is reached. However, the full path tree does
not ensure loop-free paths. Figure 8 represents the full
path tree for the network topology shown in Figure 4. In
Figure 8, if we follow the right sub-tree through v3, we
can reach v1. However, from v1, there is a path to v3, as
can be seen in the left sub-tree rooted at v0. Thus, the
nodes v3 and v1 form a loop. Our aim was to remove such
loops from the full path tree. Just like conventional rout-
ing algorithm [25] clears bad route from its topology table,
we also need to discard the sub-paths that create loops. In
Theorem 1, we give a necessary and sufficient condition
to make the full path tree loop-free.
Theorem 1. In a full path tree, if any two nodes do not
appear in the sub-tree of one another, then the tree has loop
free path.
Proof. Consider two nodes vi and vj such that vj appears
in the sub-tree rooted at vi. Further, we also assume that
vi appears in the sub-tree rooted at vj. If we follow the first
path, we can arrive at vj, and since vi appears in the sub-
tree rooted at vj, there will also be a path from vj to vi.
Thus, the path between vj and vi forms a loop.
A full path tree that satisfies Theorem 1 is called a can-
didate tree. It is so named because each node in the tree is
a potential candidate for being a forwarder.
Definition 2 (Candidate tree). A candidate tree for a
given source destination pair is a full path tree where the
paths do not contain any routing loop.
Since our aim in this work was to reduce the number of
retransmissions, we need to choose ametric for the weight
function that measures efficiency in terms of successful
packet delivery. One straight forward choice of such a
weight function can be inverse of PDR, that is,
 ∝ 1Packet delivery ratio . (8)
We employ this weight function as our  to assign weights
to the nodes. In order to obtain the candidate tree from
the full path tree, we apply Theorem 1 on the full path
tree. The weight function  we use here can be defined
as [u] [v]⇒ [u]≤ [v], which means the lower the
weight, the higher the priority. The algorithm to obtain
the candidate tree is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to construct a Candidate tree
Input: full path tree T
Output: M(v0)
1: h ← T .depth − 1; R ← φ
2: //Initialize the leaf(destination) node
3:  [dest] ← 1
4: //Assign weight to nodes bottom-up
5: while h!= 0 do
6: for all node v in (T at height(h)) do
7: //Compute weight of each node
8: for all node u in child(v) do
9:  [v] ← min{ [u] + (v,u)}
10: end for
11: //Select nodes with weight less than parent
12: for all node u in child(v) do
13: if  [u]   [v] then




18: h = h − 1
19: end while
The procedure starts from the leaf nodes and ends at the
root node. Let T denote the full path tree and T .depth be
the depth of the full path tree T. The function height(h)
returns all nodes at level h. The source or root node (v0)
is at level 0. The weight of the leaf nodes will have the
lowest weights as they are the destination nodes them-
selves. Let us also denote M(v) as the candidate tree or a
candidate sub-tree rooted at a node v. We define ⊕ as an
operator that merges two sub-trees to create a new one.
The algorithm iteratively adds the child nodes to the new
tree which are logically closer to the destination than their
parents, as given in line 13 of the algorithm.
6.2 Selection and prioritization of the forwarders
Once the candidate tree containing the candidate nodes
is prepared, we are in a position to select the potential
forwarders to build the forwarder list that will finally par-
ticipate in packet forwarding. For this purpose, we need to
further prune the candidate tree to get a more simplified
tree containing only the forwarder nodes.
In Section 4, we showed that if adjacent forwarders
cannot listen to each others transmission, then the two
forwarders are on separate paths. Such a scenario can
increase the number of retransmissions. Our aim was to
Figure 8 Full path tree for the scenario shown in Figure 4 with node v0 as source and v7 as destination. This figure shows the full path tree
for the scenario shown in Figure 4 with node v0 as source and v7 as destination. All the possible paths are shown in the tree as the paths to the leaf
nodes where all the leaf nodes denote the destination node.
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select the forwarders, such that there is at least one com-
mon path which includes all of them. The candidate tree
constructed using Theorem 1will give us the shortest path
to the destination. However, in OR, the aim was not to
select the shortest path but to select forwarders that move
packets closest to the destination. Therefore, we need to
select the forwarders from each hop such that the num-
ber of transmissions needed is minimized. At each hop, if
the best forwarder is unable to receive packets, then other
forwarders that receive the packets must help it by re-
transmitting those packets. Nevertheless, in each hop, the
highest priority forwarder, since it is closest to the desti-
nation among the other nodes in that hop, is clearly the
best node to forward the packets. We call such nodes as
primary forwarders. In [26], candidate nodes are also rep-
resented using OR tree, but such a tree does not allow
lower priority nodes to be selected as backup forwarders.
Speaking in terms of the candidate tree, it means at each
hop there must be exactly one primary forwarder, and
zero or more secondary forwarders to backup transmis-
sion to that primary forwarder. We call such secondary
forwarders as backup forwarders.
The number of backup forwarders to be selected per
hop depends upon the improvement they offer in terms of
weight for the current primary and its parent node duo.




]   [vj
]   [vi
]
. Let us also denote the delivery
probability of a link (vi, vj) as aji. If there exist a path P1 =
vivk , then the forwarder list between vi and vk is {vi, vk}. If
there exist a second path P2 = vivjvk , then the following
theorem holds a rule to select vj as a backup forwarder.
Theorem 2. Given three nodes vi, vj and vk, if there exist
two paths P1 = vivk and P2 = vivjvk then adding vj as a
backup forwarder to the forwarder list {vi, vk} will increase
the delivery probability to vk.
Proof. Let the delivery probability of the links (vi, vj),
(vi, vk), and (vj, vk) be aji, aki and akj , respectively. Then, the
PDR to node vk such that it receives packet from vi either
through path P1 or P2 is
Pvj (vi, vk) = 1 − (1 − aki )(1 − ajiakj ), (9)
where Pvj(vi, vk) is the delivery probability from vi to vk if
the candidate node vj is added as backup forwarder. The
PDRs will be non-zero since there exists path between the
nodes. Hence, from Equation 9, we can see that adding vj
in the forwarder list will increase the PDR to vk by a factor
equivalent to the second term.
Our aim was to choose zero or more backup forwarders
between each pair of adjacent primary forwarders such
that the PDR improves. The weight function () used
for selecting candidate nodes will not work here as it
represents the weight of a node through the shortest path.
Though this weight function does not reflect the incre-
ment in probability of forwarding a packet in presence of
backup forwarders, it is needed to prioritize the selected
forwarders. Let us assume node vi has two child nodes vj
and vk , where vk also appears as a child of vj as shown in
Figure 9. Assuming vi and vk are primary forwarders, then
vj can act as a backup forwarder. Including vj as a (backup)
forwarder will improve the PDR of vi, or in other words, its
weight will be decreased. However, if we keep on adding
more forwarders between vi and vk , the weight of vi may
get decreased to such an extent that its weight becomes
less than its child node. This is a violation of rule since, in
a candidate tree, the child nodes should have less weight
(higher priority) than their parents. Thus, we need to pre-
serve the order of the candidate nodes with the help of the
weight function .
To measure the improvement in PDR due to the intro-
duction of backup forwarders, we introduce effective
weights eff . The effective weight of the path from vi to
vk after incorporating vj as a (backup) forwarder can be





1 − (1 − 1
(vi ,vk) )(1 − 1(vi ,vj)(vj ,vk) )
= 1
1 − C(1 − 1
(vi ,vj)(vj ,vk) )
.
(10)
Figure 9 Example of primary and back-up forwarder selection.
The figure depicts an example on how to select primary and backup
forwarders from the candidate tree using Theorem 2. Here, node vi
tries to select node vk as primary and node vj as backup forwarders.
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In Equation 10, since the primary forwarders vi and vk are
fixed, we denote the term (1 − 1
(vi ,vk) ) with a constant C. Thepossible effective weight of node vi using vk as primary and vj
as a backup forwarder, eff{vj} [vi], can be calculated in the same
manner as we computed the weights of the nodes.

eff
{vj} [vi] = 
eff
{vj}(vi, vk) + 
eff [vk] . (11)
The actual effective weight of a node will be computed by
considering all its child nodes and possible backup nodes. For
example, in Figure 8, node vi has two child nodes vj and vk .
The effective weight of vi will be computed by considering the
two child nodes as possible primary forwarders with no backup
nodes; or consider one as a primary forwarder and the other as
a backup forwarder (if possible). Thus, in this example, there
are three possible options for node vi to choose from. Among
these three possible weights, the one having the least value is
selected as the effective weight of vj as can be seen from the
following equation.























The forwarder set of node vi is then prepared by adding the
node itself, the backup forwarder vj and the current forwarder
set. If the nodes vj and vk are selected as next hop forwarders
then FWD(vi), the forwarder set of vi can be built as follows.
FWD(vi) = {vi} ∪ {vj} ∪ FWD(vk).
This forwarder set is then prioritized using the weight func-
tion  that gives a proper ordering of the forwarders along the
destination node, where highest priority node has the lowest
weight.
The above procedure can be generalized for large candidate
trees. In Equation 10, we assumed that only one node is avail-
able as backup forwarder. However, more than one nodemaybe
available as backup forwarders. In such a case, we first order
the nodes according to their weights. Each of them is then
examined, by adding them as backup node starting with the
one having the highest priority and check the improvement in
the effective weight of the parent node. Let us assume R as
such a set of backup forwarders where R = {vj1 . . . vjn }. Using
Equation 10, the effective link weight effR (vi, vk) for this set of
backup forwarders can now be written as

eff
R (vi, vk) =
1
1 − C∑nm=1(1 − 1(vi ,vjm )(vjm ,vk) )
. (13)
Using this effective link weight, the effective weight effR [vi]
can be computed by using Equation 12. The computation of
effective weight of the nodes and the forwarder set follow
a bottom-up approach. The leaf nodes are assigned effective
weight of 1. The effective weight of the next higher nodes are
then computed using the above equation. The process contin-
ues recursively until we reach the node at height 0, i.e., the
root node. At this point, we have the forwarder set for the root
(source) node, and the process terminates.
As there may be zero or more backup nodes, the size of the
final forwarder list mainly depends upon the backup nodes
selected in the list. This leads us to the need of limiting the
number of nodes selected as backup forwarders. A node is con-
sidered as a possible backup, only if it offers a certain amount
of improvement in the effective weight. In this work, we add
a node as a possible backup forwarder if it only offers a 10%
improvement. This threshold value has been taken in line with
ExOR, where a node is included as a forwarder, if the number of
packets expected to be forwarded by that node is 10% or more.
Size of the backup forwarder list can be managed by regulating
the threshold value. This cut-off process ensures that, in net-
work scenarios where nodes are dense, the number of backup
nodes do not become unmanageable.
In the example shown in Figure 10, we show how the thresh-
old value controls the number of forwarders selected in the
forwarder list. The figure shows a scenario where source v0
and destination v5 have four equally good candidate nodes.
The PDRs of the links are marked alongside in the figure. Fur-
ther, we assume that the PDRs of all the links between these
candidate nodes are 1. As all the candidate nodes have equal
weight of 2 ( 10.5 ), v0 may select any of them as the primary for-
warder. Let v1 be the selected primary forwarder, weight of v0
becomes 5 (2+2+1). Now, the source node will try to reduce
its effective weight by adding backup nodes. If we add node
v2 to the list, the new weight of the link v0 to node v1 will
become 1.3333, ( 11−(1−0.5)(1−0.5∗1) = 10.75 ). Since there is an
improvement of more than 10%, v2 will be added as a backup
forwarder. Similarly, adding v3 as a backup node will further
reduce the weight to 1.1428 ( 11−(1−0.75)(1−0.5∗1) = 10.875 ). At
this point, if we consider adding v4 as a backup node, the
new reduced weight of link v0 to v1 will be 1.0667. Adding v4
does not give an improvement by 10%; hence, it is not eligi-
ble to become a backup forwarder and the process of backup
forwarder selection terminates.
Algorithm 2 shows the procedure for forwarder list selection.
The function sort(child(v)) sorts the child nodes of node v in
increasing order of their weight . The variable Thresh is the
minimum improvement a forwarder set must contribute to the
weight to replace the previous set. This procedure computes
Figure 10 A sample scenario with four candidate nodes between
source v0 and destination v5. The figure shows a sample network
where source v0 and destination v5 have four candidate nodes
between them, namely v1, v2, v3, and v4. The scenario is used to
demonstrate backup forwarder selection procedure.
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the forwarder list for each node to the destination in the tree
and finally returns the root (source) node’s forwarder list as
FWD(v0). Let us now check the worst case time complexity
of selecting the next hop forwarders for node vi. Let x be the
size of the set N(vi) (refer to Section 5), that is, |N(vi)| = x.
As the algorithm searches for each node vj in the set N(vi)
(∀vj ∈ N(vi), j = 1 . . . x) and tries to add all the lower prior-
ity nodes in the set one by one (vj−1, vj−2, . . . , v1) in the sorted
order the worst case time complexity of the process becomes
O(x2).
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to create forwarder list
Input: M(v0) //Candidate-tree
Output: FWD(v0) //Forwarder List
1: h ← M(v0).depth − 1
2: //Initialize leaf(destination) nodes
3: FWD(dest) ← {dest}
4: eff [dest] ← 1
5: //Compute effective weight bottom-up
6: while height h!= 0 do
7: for all node v at height h do
8: S ← sort(child(v))
9: for all node w in S do
10: R ← Backup Forwarders of w
11: effR [v]= effR (v,w) + eff [w]
12: if eff [v]− effR [v]> Thresh then
13: eff [v]= effR [v]




18: h = h − 1
19: end while
6.3 Example: creating forwarder list
Continuing with our example, the candidate tree shown in
Figure 11 is obtained by applying Algorithm 1 to the full path
tree of Figure 8. Next, we show howAlgorithm 2 can be applied
to this candidate tree to create the forwarder list. The com-
puted effective weights for the nodes of the candidate tree is
shown in Figure 12. In this figure, all the nodes are labeled with
their calculated effective weights except the leaves for which the
weights are always 1. The weights of the links are also given.
In the case of a node with a single child, the effective weight is
same as weight, and the computation is straight forward. As we
start constructing the forwarder list bottom-up, the forwarder
lists of each intermediate node is shown in braces. Consider the
right sub-tree rooted at v3. Node v7, being the leaf element, has
effective weight 1, and node v6, as it has only one child, com-
putes its weight as 2.3. In similarmanner, node v4 (child of node
v3) calculates its effective weight as 3.5. Node v3 has two chil-
dren v4 and v6. Although the child v6 has lower weight, node
v3 has two routes to v6, one directly and the other through v4.
The algorithm will try to couple v4 with v6 which will reduce
the weight to node v6 from v3 to
1
1 − (1 − 11.3 )(1 − 11.3∗1.2 )
≈ 1.09,
resulting in the weight of v3 as 3.39 (2.3 + 1.09). If node v3 had
considered node v6 or v4 separately, its weight would have been
either 3.6 or 4.8. Since the algorithm considers both the node as
forwarders, the resulting forwarder list of node v3 is computed
as {v3, v4, v6, v7}. Continuing in a similar manner, the three sub-
trees of the the source node (v0) rooted at v1, v2, and v3 get the
effective weight 4.49, 3.5, and 3.39, respectively. The sub-tree
rooted at v3 has the lowest effective weight, and there are two
paths to v3 from v0. The weight of the link to node v3 through
v1 is computed as
1
1 − (1 − 11.3 )(1 − 11.2∗1.1 )
≈ 1.06.
The effective weight of v0, considering the sub-tree v3 as its
forwarder and the path to v3 through v1, is 3.39 + 1.06 =
4.45. Thus, the forwarder list of the source node becomes
{v0, v1, v3, v4, v6, v7}. Note that, if we had used the conventional
single path metric (e.g., ETX) to build the forwarder list, then
node v0 would have selected the the sub-tree rooted at node
v2 which has the minimum ETX weight 3.5 (node v1 and v3
has the weights 4.7 and 3.6, respectively). As this path does not
offer much node availability, selecting the path will not be a
very good choice.
7 Performance evaluation
For OR protocols to be useful, the average number of transmis-
sions per packet must be lower as compared to conventional
shortest path routing protocols. The experiments have been
performed keeping two objectives in mind. First, we wanted to
prove the performance improvements of OR protocols in gen-
eral as compared to traditional shortest path first (SPF) rout-
ing protocols. The SPF protocol that we consider is dynamic
source routing (DSR) [1]. Second, we wanted to show that
our forwarder selection procedure (TOAR) results in overall
improvement as compared to existing OR protocol like ExOR.
The protocols were implemented in EXata Cyber simulation
framework [22].
7.1 Network description
We used ExOR as the base OR protocol for our study to
compare our protocol. We implemented ExOR, TOAR, and
a traditional shortest path protocol DSR [1] in EXata Cyber
network simulator for comparison and analysis.
As described in Section 4.2, we take 100 nodes that are scat-
tered over an open play ground of 1,500 × 1,500 m2 area. The
path loss model considered is log-normal shadowing model.
The nodes are assumed to be using 802.11b specification in
broadcast mode. A fixed data rate of 4 Mbps is considered.
In our implementation, each node broadcasts a probe packet
per second. Using the information of the number of probes suc-
cessfully received over time, the packet delivery ratios of the
links are measured. As these PDR information need to con-
verge over the network for successful forwarder selection, we
allow 500 s of warm-up time. After the warm-up time, the
source node tries to send 100 kbytes of data to the destination
as a batch of 100 packets, each of which contain 1 kbyte of data.
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Figure 11 Candidate tree for the scenario shown in Figure 4 with node v0 as source and v7 as destination. The figure shows the candidate
tree obtained from the full path tree in Figure 8 by applying Algorithm 1. The tree contains only the paths that do not form a routing loop.
The measurements are taken at the time of data transmission
which are compared and analysed next.
7.2 Measurements
The experiments were performed for different network sce-
narios. The performance metrics considered were number of
transmissions required, size of forwarders list, average number
of next hop nodes per forwarder, and goodput. Our choice for
these metrics is explained in the sections below.
7.2.1 Number of transmissions
We computed the number of transmissions, for different
source-destination pairs, with different shortest path distances
between them. In Figure 13, we show the result for the proto-
cols ExOR, TOAR, and DSR. The reason for choosing DSR was
that we want to compare the efficiency of OR and shortest path
first routing (SPF) protocols. Moreover, DSR-like OR protocols
is a source routing protocol.
From the figure, we see that in the case of single-hop dis-
tances, the number of transmissions in all the three protocols
are similar, and as the distance increases, the OR protocols
outperform DSR. In general, we find that using OR protocols,
there is on average a 32% reduction in the number of trans-
missions. In DSR, the intermediate nodes forward packets only
to the next forwarder as listed in the shortest path. In such
cases, those nodes that are not the next hop node discard the
packets even if it was successfully received. This is true for all
SPF routing protocols. Hence, these protocols are unable to
take advantage of the stochastic nature of wireless networks,
which is considered in OR protocols to improve performance.
Another drawback in SPF is that when a packet is received in
error by an intermediate node, the packet is retransmitted from
the source increasing the number of transmissions. In OR pro-
tocols, the lost packet is retransmitted by the forwarder closest
to the destination that buffered the packet successfully.
Next, if we compare the results of our proposed proto-
col TOAR with ExOR, we see a performance improvement
of around 20% to 30%. The main ground of performance
improvement in our protocol is mainly due to the forwarder
set selection procedure. ExOR simply selects the set of for-
warders by running a simulation with the full set of candidates
and select those nodes that forward at least 10% of the pack-
ets. As a result, there is a high probability that the protocol
select nodes from different path that are mutually divergent.
Hence, duplicate packets generated will be higher. On the other
hand, TOAR ensures that a forwarder is in the communica-
tion range of its next higher and lower priority forwarders.
Such a selection strategy improves the chances of success-
ful propagation of acknowledgements to the lower priority
forwarders. As a consequence, the expected number of dupli-
cate packet transmissions is reduced. Moreover, this calculated
selection procedure reduces the chance of improper forwarder
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Figure 12 Effective weights and selection procedure for the Candidate tree in Figure 11. This figure shows the computation of effective
weights and construction of forwarder lists for the candidate tree in Figure 11 using Algorithm 2. The computed effective weights as well as the
constructed forwarder lists are marked along with the root and the intermediate nodes in the tree.
set selection leads to a smaller forwarder set size, as will be seen
in the next section.
7.2.2 Number of selected forwarders
Another important metric for comparison of OR protocols is
number of selected forwarders. A huge and tactically selected
forwarder list may improve the performance, in terms of num-
ber of transmission required by increasing node availability for
each forwarder. However, there are two disadvantages. Firstly, a
large forwarder list will complicate the coordination among the
nodes which will affect the throughput of the system. Secondly,
OR protocols being source routing the packet header over-
head will be high. The aim of OR protocols must be to select
a small forwarder list yet maintain enough node availability for
delivering the packets.
In Figure 14, we compare the forwarder list size for differ-
ent source destination pairs. From the figure, we see that the
number of forwarders selected by ExOR is generally higher
than that of TOAR. On an average, TOAR selects about 25%
less number of forwarders than ExOR. In a few cases, we
observe that the selected number of forwarders in both the
protocols are comparable. On further examination, we found
that these are the cases where path availability is scarce and
both the protocols are forced to select the same set of nodes.
In the remaining cases where the number of forwarder list size
is greater for ExOR, if we look at their corresponding num-
ber of transmissions in Figure 13, we also find it to be higher
for ExOR. These observation prove our conjecture that ExOR
selects nodes from different and disjoint paths.
7.2.3 Number of next hop nodes per forwarder
To evaluate and compare the quality of the different forwarder
list, we use the comparison metric average out-degree, which
is the average number of next hop forwarders available per for-
warder. In OR, more number of next hop forwarders mean
that the packets have more chance to move forward toward
the destination at each transmission. A higher value in this
evaluation will mean a better forwarder list with better node
availability.
We depict the results of this comparison in Figure 15.We can
observe from the figure that in the case of TOAR out-degree
per forwarder is higher than ExOR for all the scenarios. This
improvement is in spite of the fact that TOAR has a forwarder
list of smaller size. Although ExOR has a larger forwarder list, it
does not consider the link qualities between forwarders; hence,
it has a smaller out-degree per forwarder.
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Figure 13 Expected number of transmissions for different shortest path distances and scenarios. The figure shows the simulation results of
comparison of the three protocols ExOR, TOAR, and DSR in terms of expected number of transmissions. The figure is plotted for source-destination
pairs with different shortest path distances (hop-counts).
7.2.4 Improvement in goodput
Throughput is an effective evaluation technique for most rout-
ing protocol. It measures the total number of bytes transferred
including protocol overheads and retransmissions. However,
in OR protocols, the overhead in the packet header (control
information) is large and non-negligible. Therefore, a better
way to compare OR protocols is to measure the number of data
bits transferred per second (goodput).
The average goodputs of ExOR, TOAR, and DSR for the sce-
narios given in Figure 13 are shown in Figure 16. From the
Figure 14 Number of selected forwarders for different shortest path distances and scenarios. This figure shows the simulation results of
comparison of the two protocols ExOR and TOAR in terms of the number of selected forwarders. The figure is plotted for source-destination pairs
with different shortest path distances (hop-counts).
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Figure 15 Average number of out-degree per forwarder for different shortest path distances and scenarios. This figure shows the simulation
results of comparison of the two protocols ExOR and TOAR in terms of average number of out-degree per forwarder, that is, average number of next
hop nodes available per forwarders. The figure is plotted for source-destination pairs with different shortest path distances (hop-counts).
figure, we can see that our protocol outperforms ExOR by
25% to 30% and DSR by 50% to 60%. The scheduling scheme
used in TOAR is same as that of ExOR. The improvement in
goodput is mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, as the number
of transmissions needed to deliver packets is less in case of
TOAR, the total time required for completion of delivery is
also reduced. Secondly, due to our forwarder selection strat-
egy, each pair of forwarders in the list has forward paths
(path toward destination) between them. Thus, coordination
between the forwarders is simpler.
In DSR, the main reason of decrease in goodput is due to the
increase in the number of transmissions, as can be seen from
Figure 16 Goodputs of ExOR, TOAR, and DSR for different shortest path distances and scenarios. The figure shows the simulation results of
comparison of the three protocols ExOR, TOAR, and DSR in terms of goodput. The figure is plotted for source-destination pairs with different
shortest path distances (hop-counts).
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Figure 13. More number of packet transmissions mean more
time in packet delivery. Secondly, when a packet is not received
by an intended intermediate node, the sender waits for a cer-
tain amount of time before retransmitting the packet again.
This waiting time increases the delivery time further over the
number of transmissions.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we first proposed a mathematical model for OR
protocol that can be used to study and analyse the protocols in
terms of expected number of transmissions to deliver packets.
Using this model, we studied classical OR protocols like ExOR
and examined the cause of duplicate packet transmissions. We
found that existing OR routing models assumed the protocol
to be ideal in the sense that there were no duplicate packet
transmissions. Our analysis indicated that duplicate packet
transmissions occur if a lower priority forwarder cannot hear
the transmission of its adjacent higher priority forwarder.
Based on our mathematical analysis, we proposed TOAR,
transmission-aware opportunistic ad hoc routing protocol. The
goal of our proposed OR protocol is to forward packets closest
to the destination during each transmission as well as minimize
the duplicate transmissions. The primary steps in TOAR are (1)
select the potential nodes that can act as forwarders (candidate
nodes); (2) from among the candidate nodes, select the actual
forwarders such that network objective function is maximized,
and (3) prioritize the forwarders. TOAR performs all these
operations by constructing a full path tree and systematically
pruning nodes of the tree. As our proposed model consid-
ers the number of duplicate packets generated, the results are
more realistic. Empirical results show that TOAR significantly
reduces the number of duplicate transmissions, and at the same
time, the number of forwarders selected is small. The efficient
selection of forwarders also results in better goodput of TOAR.
In ad hoc networks, since nodes can be mobile, in the future,
we would like to consider node mobility during forwarder
selection. Ad hoc networks are usually deployed in energy
constrained scenarios, thus another important parameter that
needs to considered is the power level of the nodes.
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